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Introduction 

 

Toni Morrison is considered one of the best African-American female novelists of the 

twentieth century. Her novel Beloved was first published in 1987. Morrison was inspired to 

write Beloved after she had read a newspaper article about a woman named Margaret Garner, 

a former slave. She had escaped from her master in Kentucky and in fear of being caught she 

attempted to kill all four of her children when she was about to be found (Century 73). One of 

her children died while the others survived. Margaret Garner’s story fascinated Morrison and 

especially the fact that Margaret was convinced that she had made the right choice for her 

children even after her imprisonment.  

Beloved is a novel that deals with the after-effects of slavery, and refers back to the 

period of slavery. It takes place at the end of the nineteenth century (1873) in Ohio. Sethe 

lives with her four children and her mother-in-law in the house on 124, Bluestone Road after 

escaping from the plantation Sweet Home. Sethe and the others try to create a life as free 

people and they manage to do so until the day when Sethe is about to be captured and brought 

back to the plantation. She kills her daughter out of desperation. As a way of portraying the 

main character’s struggle Morrison lets Sethe kill her youngest daughter with a handsaw in 

the barn, where they are hiding from the men taking them back to the plantation.  The 

daughter, called Beloved in the novel, later returns to the house in the shape of a ghost which 

leads both Sethe, her daughter Denver as well as the community to deal with what happened 

in the past.  

Slavery is a topic that has been dealt with by many authors but what is unique for 

Beloved is that the novel focuses on the crime of killing one’s own child. All the characters in 

the novel suffers from a loss of true identity which is a result, on the one hand, of the slavery; 

and on the other hand, their own physical and emotional sufferings. The repression and 
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dissociation from the past causes a fragmentation of the self and Beloved is used as means to 

make the characters in the novel deal with the past. 

My thesis is that Beloved’s return from the dead is essential to the characters’ ability to 

heal from the atrocities of slavery: not only Sethe as a mother, Denver as a sister and 

daughter, Paul D as a lover to Sethe, but also to the community as a whole. By dealing with 

the girl they are also forced to deal with their past in order to heal as individuals. It is not until 

they all are confronted and forced to remember that they can finally forget.  

To begin with I will present and discuss slavery from a historical point of view since the 

plot of the novel is focused on the characters’ existence in America after the abolition of 

slavery and how slavery shaped that existence. I will also touch upon the subject of 

rememorying – a concept that is used by Morrison throughout the novel. It is necessary for 

understanding the underlying conflicts the past causes to each of the characters in the novel. 

Trudier Harris says that “storytelling is an active rather than a passive art, for it has the power 

literally to heal or kill” (167). This quotation supports the idea that the characters in the novel 

need their stories to move on and to be able to come to terms with what has happened. By 

dealing with their memories instead of repressing them this can be accomplished. Further on I 

will discuss Beloved’s return from the dead and the effects it has on the main characters in the 

novel: Sethe, Denver and Paul D and also the community at large.  

The title of the essay is a quotation from the novel Beloved. It is from a passage where 

Beloved pulls out a tooth and Denver questions whether it hurts or not. Beloved confirms that 

it does hurt whereupon Denver replies “[i]f it hurts, why don’t you cry?” (133). I have chosen 

this quotation as my title since the memories from the past hurt each of the characters in the 

novel physically but they have found other ways of hiding their pain than through crying. 
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Slavery 

 

Slavery had a central position in the American society and economy during the 250 

years from the arrival of the first African slaves to America until the Civil War ended in 1865. 

A system of forced labor is intimately associated with large-scale farming on plantations. To 

be able to increase the production the plantation owners went from indentured servants from 

Europe to slaves shipped from Africa with the help from the Royal African Company. These 

slaves were more expensive but one of the advantages was that the slaves and their offspring 

became slaves for life (Ferro 137). 

The trafficking of human beings across the Atlantic was forbidden in 1808, but by then 

approximately 600 000 Africans had been shipped to America. The number of born slaves 

was far more than those who died by the time the slave traffic was banned. One of the 

consequences of this ban was a spectacular rise of trading with slaves between the southern 

regions of the United States. Either the slaves followed their owners or they were sold to other 

plantations. Other aspects that made the situation for slaves unique in the United States 

compared to other countries that also imported slaves from Africa were better living 

conditions, a more healthy diet, lack of certain diseases and the number of women was higher. 

By the time the United States of America became independent 80 percent of the slaves were 

born in North America (138). 

The burden was hard on both women and men during slavery to that extent that they 

could not make their own decisions or be in charge of their own lives. In addition to the 

burdens suffered by both men and women, the women were often victims of sexual 

oppression as well. The slave owners demanded access to their bodies and they often became 

the object of brutal and perverse desires and black women were powerless more so than the 

men even though they too were kept in captivity. (Lennox Birch 178). A slave’s life was 

based on the idea of them being valuable economic units and not so much human beings, 
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which shaped their image of themselves as less valuable in a human sense. Each slave endures 

damages on both their physical as well as psychological well-being.  

Even if slave families remained a social unit in that aspect that they shared a home and 

sometimes were encouraged by the slave owners to enter marriages, historians have also 

found evidence that this too was a way of institutionalizing slavery. Women who produce 

many children are considered good livestock (Mc Kay, Hill, Buckler 1017 – 1018). 

Consequently the women became chattel rather than mothers and the way mothering and 

motherhood was performed had to change. Instead of being the transmitter of the African 

heritage to their children they became property of a white European-American patriarchy 

leaving families rootless. Being separated from their children is what makes it difficult for 

them to transmit their culture to their children.  
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Rememorying 

 

In Beloved Morrison writes about Sethe’s “rememory” (36) which is used in the novel 

to show Sethe’s process of coping with the stories of her life. Here is a mother who needs 

memories that will help her regain her voice - a voice that she has lost because of the slave 

era. Peach says about the novel, that “memories have a physical existence beyond the minds 

of the individuals in whom they originate; it is possible to bump into and inhabit another 

person’s memory” (101). In other words, it is not possible for anyone of the characters in the 

novel to avoid the past. A past which is filled with memories of lynching, torture and family 

members sold away to other plantations by slave owners. 

Someday you be walking down the road and you hear something or see something 

going on. So clear. And you think it’s you thinking it up. A thought picture. But 

no. It’s when you bump into a rememory that belongs to somebody else. (36) 

 

This quotation from the novel allows the reader to know that there are events, such as the 

relationship between mothers and daughters, the infanticide and slavery, which the characters 

cannot avoid since things never die or disappear. According to Morrison’s ‘rememory’ events 

from the past are always in the presence of the characters’ lives – a living memory. The most 

crucial part of healing is confronting the original trauma and thus feeling the pain again. 

Morrison forces her characters to do that in order to allow them to be released from the 

paralyzing effect the past has on their present lives. To each individual the original trauma is 

personal, but what is mutual to all of the characters is Beloved. She is important as a ghost but 

more importantly as the young woman she later returns as. She works as a catalyst for all of 

the characters to handle their personal trauma by dealing with their own memories. Henderson 

claims that if “one’s sense of one’s existence […] depended upon memory” (396) then 

African American slaves have to collect memories and form a new meaning of a diversity of 

events. Once that is achieved the memory itself gives shape to the being. Rememory “makes 
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the past part of one’s present” (396), and therefore it can be argued that ‘rememory’ is what 

possesses each individual in the novel. All the individuals in the novel seem to be living in 

one extended moment of grief, each of them burdened with their own history but with the help 

of each other it is possible to overcome their difficult past. 
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Sethe 

 

Sethe is the mother of four, a former slave and she has succeeded in creating a life for 

her family at 124, Bluestone Road together with her mother-in-law Baby Suggs. She manages 

to run away from the plantation Sweet Home where she has been brutally treated by the slave 

owner known as Schoolteacher and she sent her children on ahead to a life in freedom. She is 

pregnant with her fourth child and gives birth to a daughter on her way to freedom. A short 

while after she has settled in with her mother-in-law Sethe sees a number of white men riding 

along the road. She recognizes one of them to be her former slave owner and she is seized 

with panic. She gathers her children and brings them into a barn. Without hesitating she cuts 

the throat of her daughter and is about to kill her other children as well when she is stopped. K 

Sumana writes “[m]urder becomes Sethe’s act of mother love” (119). She sees death as a 

much better option than having her children enslaved and she makes her instant decision 

because she wants to protect her most valuable and precious assets – her children. It could be 

argued that if it was possible for Sethe to live with her family with dignity and self-respect the 

infanticide would not take place.  

Sethe’s ability to bond with her children and her capability to exercise her motherhood 

is limited. By taking away the slaves’ individuality and other human distinctions and thereby 

reducing the slaves into objects, the slave owners manage to create a docile and submissive 

labor force. The foundation of slavery is not constituted around family life but is exclusively a 

financial business activity where the slaves’ main purpose is to provide good work and giving 

birth to more children hence increasing the economics of the plantation. Barbara H. Solomon 

writes: “[t]he denial of one’s status as a human subject has deep repercussions in the 

individual’s internal world” (27), which is true about Sethe. She might be free from slavery 

and prison but she is in a way a slave to her own past and she does not have the tools to deal 
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with the oppression she has been a subject to. She does however love her children, so much 

that she will rather choose death before having them enslaved. The infanticide is the turning 

point and also the end of the family as it once was. In an attempt to save her family Sethe 

turns from a nurturing mother into a destroyer of family.  

 Sethe encounters a de-humanizing behavior and treatment daily at Sweet Home but 

there are, as I see it, two occasions that are especially painful for her and crucial to her choice 

of action in the barn. She overhears the Schoolteacher – the slave owner at Sweet Home – 

telling his students to “[…] put her human characteristics on the left; her animal ones on the 

right” (193) and even though Sethe does not know the word ‘characteristics’ it leaves her with 

a feeling of being stripped of the last remaining parts of her humanity. This is, in my opinion, 

the key in explaining why Sethe kills Beloved. She wants to stop Schoolteacher because “[…] 

nobody would list her daughter’s characteristics on the animal side of the paper” (251). She is 

not willing to let her children become subjects to this inhumane treatment and therefore she 

enters into, what Peach calls “the chaotic space of mother-love and mother-pain in which a 

mother kills her child in order to save it” (105). Mothering and motherhood is destroyed and 

devalued through slavery which causes a chaotic environment for both mothers as well as 

their children. Sethe makes a decision, giving herself the divine right to choose what is right 

for her children. She sees death as a better option than a life in captivity. The chaotic 

environment continues when Beloved returns and demands retribution from her mother. 

The other circumstance I claim is of great importance when it comes to the infanticide is 

the abuse Sethe becomes a subject to on the plantation. The same students that are to list her 

animal features takes Sethe’s milk (16). The milk is a metaphor used by Morrison to describe 

Sethe’s love being big enough for the people she cares about: “[s]he had milk for all” (100). 

Milk is an important symbol in the novel because it constitutes a foundation for mother and 

child. The milk is nutrition but also a very important way of bonding with her child. Brewer 
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writes: “[t]he white patriarchy robs Sethe of her very function” (150), and that ‘function’ is 

being a mother. A mother supplies her children with milk – a mother gives life. This is a 

contradiction in the novel since she is also a mother who takes life. Morrison lets Sethe do the 

unspeakable – the one thing that is unthinkable for a mother – killing her own daughter.  

The infanticide becomes Sethe’s resistance towards a system of exploiting humans. 

Even though she does not want to remember her past she knows what awaits her children if 

they are captured and she takes it upon herself to decide their future. Slavery and its 

aftermaths result in a very high price for Sethe to pay and Morrison lets her express that when 

she tells Paul D that “I took one journey and I paid for the ticket, but let me tell you 

something, Paul D Garner: it cost too much” (15). She has paid the price of three children. 

Her two sons run away from home and she has killed her own daughter. She even has to pay 

for Beloved’s tombstone with her own body – ten minutes of sex gives her seven letters. The 

infanticide changes everything and Sethe’s life in freedom becomes different than what she 

anticipated. She goes to prison but the biggest punishment is the life sentence of living her life 

isolated from the others in the community. This is however a choice she makes herself. She 

alienates herself and Denver from the others. Her two boys cannot take the grief much less the 

ghost in the house and leave. Baby Suggs dies and Sethe focuses all her love and attention on 

her daughter who is still alive.  

Sethe’s terrible and traumatizing past has made her reluctant to remember: “she worked 

hard to remember as close to nothing as was safe” (6). Sethe is focusing on not remembering 

and when her subconscious gradually starts to remember she cannot stop the memories from 

coming. It is painful to her and she cannot see any use of memories but she is also aware that 

not remembering means that her past continuous in the present: “her brain was not interested 

in the future. Loaded with the past and hungry for more” (70). To her it would be a relief to 

stop thinking, to stop rememorying. She spends her life trying to avoid anything that will 
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make her remember or rather “all her effort was directed not on avoiding pain but on getting 

through it as quickly as possible” (38). If she is to deal with the murder of her own child and 

the horrors of slavery she needs to embrace the pain. The memories come in a bundle which 

makes it overwhelming to Sethe and first of all “she needs to find a way of organizing 

memory” (Brooker & Widdowson 396). She needs to take her past and make it 

understandable and the only way that can be done is to verbalize it. Her self needs to be 

defined with others. In my opinion Beloved is used as a means to make Sethe reconcile with 

the past more than putting the emphasis on her as a daughter. Beloved represents the past: the 

slaves, Sweet Home, Schoolteacher and Sethe's mother. Beloved’s questions forces Sethe to 

talk about the past in a way she has not done before.  

When Beloved returns from the dead there is a change in Sethe’s ability to control her 

mind. Up until now she has acted as if she has been numb and incapable of emotion. She has 

lived along side of the ghost without addressing its presence but rather seeing it as something 

natural and constant in her life.  Beloved wallows in making Sethe tell her stories. Sethe has 

shared memories with Paul D but there is a difference with Beloved because they both need it. 

“[…] every mention of her past life hurt. Everything in it was painful or lost” (58), 

nevertheless Sethe finds a pleasure in talking about the past with Beloved. As Harris says, the 

ownership component is a big part of Sethe’s and Beloved’s relationship (166). The more 

Sethe is willing to tell stories to Beloved, the more obsessed Beloved gets. To Beloved it is a 

matter of shifting power from the mother to the daughter. Once Sethe realizes that Beloved is 

her daughter who has come back from the dead she believes she is forgiven. She believes she 

can stop remembering and feels “excited to giddiness” (183) since she thinks that Beloved 

must know how much she regrets the infanticide. If Sethe’s dead daughter has returned it 

must mean that she has forgiven her mother and Sethe is trying to convince Beloved “that 

what she had done was right because it came from true love” (251). Yet, as their relationship 
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intensifies Sethe’s identity slowly vanish. As Beloved grows bigger and stronger, Sethe is 

withering into nothing. Sethe’s biggest fear is that Beloved will leave without understanding 

what it takes for a mother to kill her own child, and how she cannot let her children 

experience the white man diminish and dirty the only precious assets she has left, namely her 

own children. Beloved is never satisfied though and it becomes clear that she will not yield 

until Sethe is dead. 

When Beloved disappears Sethe’s reasons for living also vanishes. Sethe can no longer 

find it in her to fight but instead she lies in bed waiting for her own death. The symbioses 

between Beloved and Sethe makes her give up on life. When Paul D hears about this he 

returns to the woman he has not been able to forget. He wants her to get out of bed and for 

once reconcile with the past and acknowledge herself and her own self-worth. Paul D tries to 

convince Sethe that she is her best thing (273). For the first time in her life she raises the 

question whether she might be by uttering the words “Me? Me?” (273) and this can be read as 

an awakening and as a way of Sethe to dare coming to terms with the horrors of her past. 

Sethe is the character who is mostly affected by Beloved. For the first time she has to 

confront her past and she cannot escape the rememories from her life. Unlike the other 

characters she is so consumed with guilt and an almost desperate need to receive forgiveness 

from her dead daughter that she forgets to live. When Beloved is gone every part of Sethe is 

also gone. She has lost herself along the way. Beloved took Sethe as a captive and it is as if 

Sethe has exchanged one captivity (slavery) to another (Beloved). With the help of Paul D’s 

unselfish love for Sethe it is possible that she will regain a life of her own again.  
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Denver 

 

Denver is the only one of Sethe’s children that is born in freedom. She has never been a 

part of the life at Sweet Home, is named after a white girl, and she is the only one of Sethe’s 

children that is still left in 124, Bluestone Road. To all appearances she is very much a victim 

of what happened in the past. Even though she has not been a part of it, her mother’s history 

has effects on her life as well. The infanticide plays a huge role in how her life turns out since 

it is why the family has lived their lives isolated from the rest of the world. She lives a very 

secluded life in the house and she is not a member of the community. Instead she creates her 

own ‘sanctuary’, a secret haven, in the woods which is hers alone and where she can create a 

perfect world that no one else knows about (28). In that secret place she can get some relief 

from the outside world that is troubling her.  

She flourishes on the stories her mother tells her such as how she was born (84), and 

how she was the only thing the rats in prison did not bite (42). At the same time she hates the 

stories from Sweet Home because she has never been a part of that period of her mother’s life. 

She also strongly objects to Paul D, since he personifies Sweet Home and connects to Sethe 

through the memories from the plantation. According to Harris “Denver has to find means to 

place herself within her own life, within her own family” (167). Although she has never been 

a slave herself, slavery has influenced her life in many aspects. To Denver storytelling is a 

process of coming back to life as a member of the society. It is what is necessary for her to 

avoid anything but a life in solitude. The stories that concerns Sethe, Paul D and Sweet Home 

is however dull to her since they have no bearing on her life as she sees it. They too are 

however crucial for Denver if she is to understand her family and the situation they live in. 

While the house is haunted by the ghost Denver satisfies her need for stories. When Paul D 

manages to chase the ghost away Denver despises him even more and it is no coincidence that 
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Denver perceives Paul D as a threat. Until his arrival at 124 she has been Sethe’s only 

company and Paul D is an intruder. When he also manages to chase the ghost away he takes 

away Denver’s last comfort and her feeling of abandonment and loneliness grows bigger. She 

describes him as “the man who [has] gotten rid of the only company [I have]” (19). Someone 

from the outside enters her home and changes her living conditions and Denver does not like 

it. She also believes that Paul D has taken her mother as well as her sister from her.  

Denver’s relationship with her mother is complicated. Although there is a conflict in 

Denver’s relationship with Sethe, she is still the only real company Denver has. Since 

Denver’s two older brothers, Howard and Buglar, left the house and most likely will never 

return, she is the only one left. Sethe loves and cares for her daughter but there is a constant 

underlying fear.  Howard and Buglar tells Denver how she can defend herself if Sethe ever 

makes an attempt to kill her too. What Denver wonders is what made her mother commit such 

a terrible act as to kill one of her own, and is it likely to happen again?  

I’m afraid the thing that happened that made it all right for my mother to kill my 

sister could happen again. I don’t know what it is, I don’t know who it is, but 

maybe there is something else terrible enough to make her do it again. I need to 

know what that thing might be, but I don’t want to. Whatever it is, it comes from 

outside this house, outside this yard, and it can come right on in the yard if it 

wants so. (205) 

 

Denver’s resentment to ask Sethe about the infanticide gives an opening to her vivid 

imaginations about what has actually caused the murder. It is because these two women 

cannot communicate their mutual history that they cannot find a way to heal but remain co-

living in a house haunted by the past. Sethe’s rememory implies that there is a past waiting for 

Denver and Sethe’s ambition is to keep Denver “from the past that [is] still waiting” (42). 

Denver acts stubbornly and shows no interest in obeying rules in the house once Paul D 

arrives. This is seen both with pride from her mother but also reminds Sethe about the past 

and the effects it has on her daughter. Through her rememory she tries to control what to tell 

Denver to allow her to create her own self. However, since Sethe’s rememories have created 
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an emotional wound on Denver’s psyche it also changes the living conditions for both Sethe 

and Denver. Denver is the inheritor of her mother’s past. Sethe’s rememories are harboring 

oppressed feelings that she needs to deal with before she allows Denver to be a part of them. 

Denver is however aware of death in her mother’s memories. She has heard about the 

infanticide through neighbors, rumors and insinuations from her brothers. 

When Beloved returns as a young woman Denver is the first one to recognize her as her 

dead sister. Denver’s biggest wish has come true. She does no longer have to depend solely 

on her own imaginations, yet Denver is afraid that Beloved is going to leave her or that she is 

going to lose interest in her younger sister. That would mean that Denver would be on her 

own once again which terrifies her since “she has no self” (123), as she sees it. Denver has 

throughout her life defined herself through others. First through her mother but also through 

her dead sister. Her isolated existence has hindered her from becoming her own person. She 

has lived her life through Sethe and now she lives her life through Beloved. Without these two 

women Denver is lost in who she really is.  

Both as a ghost, but more importantly when returning as a young woman Beloved has 

completed Denver and she represents comfort and something that is constant to Denver, in a 

world of chaos. She sees Beloved as her own and she chooses Beloved over her own mother 

(104). Her need for love, and the feeling that “Beloved was hers” (104) makes that decision 

easy for Denver. With Beloved present Denver feels she needs to protect not only herself 

from their mother but also her sister. Morrison illustrates this by letting Denver express the 

following about her mother: “[d]on’t love her too much. Don’t. Maybe it’s still in her [Sethe] 

the thing that makes it all right to kill her children” (206). She is afraid that history will repeat 

itself unless she makes it her purpose to keep the memory of Beloved and the murder alive. 

She makes Sethe’s story her story to tell to Beloved in an attempt to keep her to herself. 
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Denver notices that Beloved is obsessed with their mother and that she is about to kill 

her once Sethe also acknowledges Beloved as the daughter she murdered. Their relationship 

intensifies and once again Denver is alone which opens her eyes. Beloved personifies “[t]he 

return of the repressed” (Brooker & Widdowson 402) and she [Beloved] will not yield until 

her mother makes amends for the infanticide. The only way this is possible is through the 

death of Sethe. Beloved is growing bigger and bigger while at the same time both Sethe and 

Denver are suffering. When Denver finally gather up enough courage to enter the real world 

to seek for help, she finally dares to ask questions for the first time in her life.  Instead of 

asking her mother about the infanticide she has remained in her own world, a fantasy world 

where she sets the rules by herself and where her imagination helps her cope with her 

loneliness (28-29, 38). Brewer writes: “[t]he mother and daughters must learn to understand a 

mother’s history inherited through the institution of slavery if they are to […] enter the 

language of the community” (152) which demonstrates the importance for both Sethe and 

Denver to re-establish their contact with the outside world as well as with each other, because 

they cannot manage on their own.  Denver recognizes that her mother is in no state of making 

this connection and therefore it becomes Denver’s most important task to perform – to reach 

out for help. She dares to go out into the world and ask people for help. Denver has not asked 

for anything before. This is what Brewer claims to be the part of the narration where Denver 

“takes over the role of her mother. She becomes […], nurturing, and protecting the daughter 

who is now Sethe” (161). Their roles have to switch and Denver needs to shoulder the role of 

the person in command and protect ‘the daughter’ since Sethe is no longer capable of being 

the mother. So instead of being a spectator on the inside looking out Denver starts acting. Her 

feeling of abandonment turns into a strength when the past which is represented by Beloved 

becomes a threat to all of them. The girl who has been afraid of the outside world now 
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embraces it and grows in doing so. She is the one that keeps Sethe and Beloved alive even 

though they ignore her.  

Once Denver finds it in her to go out to the real world she also encounters people who 

are willing to help her. She receives food but more importantly the women in the community 

help Denver save Sethe from being killed by Beloved. She also hinders Sethe from 

committing another murder (266). Denver is traumatized by the history of slavery and she has 

lived a very isolated life but she finds the psychological strength within herself to reach out 

for help. She finally understands that it is possible to move beyond the past and embrace a 

future which she can create on her own but with the help of others. Once she is able to put 

words on her feelings, to verbalize her needs she also understands that she can receive help. 

Denver is the character that changes the most in the novel. She realizes that she is her own 

person. She has a self to look out for and no one else but her is going to that. 
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Paul D 

 

Paul D Garner is a former slave from Sweet Home. He is described as the kind man; a 

man that makes everyone feel as if they can show their emotions. In the novel there are 

descriptions of him portraying a man who has: “the thing in him, the blessedness, that has 

made him the kind of man who can walk in a house and make the women cry” (272).  He has 

this effect on Sethe and Denver as well when he enters their house. He says he comes to see 

Baby Suggs but mostly he comes to see Sethe. The woman he has been dreaming about since 

Sweet Home. He first meets Sethe when she is thirteen and all the men at Sweet Home 

decides to let her be so that she can choose a man on her own. When he arrives at 124 Sethe 

blossoms in his presence and they share a personal history which has been buried deep within 

the two of them. A history that is ominous and carries the memories of dead people. What 

Paul D manages to do is to offer Sethe the chance to live in his world, a world that Bryce 

refers to as “the world of love and remembrance” (143). Paul D stands for hope of a future 

and some kind of tomorrow although he too needs to address his past in order to be able to 

settle down.  

Paul D is the youngest of three half- brothers. They are all sold to slave-owners and he 

has no memories of his mother and father. He is sold to Mr. Garner – the slave owner at 

Sweet Home. Mr. Garner is considered to be the good owner and when he dies his brother-in-

law takes over and the conditions hardens. Paul D stays at Sweet Home for twenty years 

before he and the others have to escape if they are to survive. They are three slaves at the 

plantation with the same names and he is “the last of the Sweet Home men” (6). He has seen 

the others die. To keep himself from going mad as well as not being enslaved again he has 

been walking and he has done it for 18 years. 

After Alfred he had shut down a generous portion of his head, operating on the 

part that helped him walk, eat, sleep and sing. If he could do those things – with a 
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little work and a little sex thrown in – he asked for no more, for more required 

him to dwell on Halle’s face and Sixo laughing. (41)  

 

Paul D has forced himself not to remember as a way of staying alive but when he ends up on 

the stairs of 124 and meets Sethe again his life changes. He decides to take his shoes off and 

start a new life together with her. He is emotional and he is tired when he enters 124. He locks 

away his memories in his heart and he is ready to open it at 124. 

When entering Sethe’s house he starts to plan for a family for the first time in his life. 

He wants to “put his story next to hers” (273) and even have a baby with Sethe (132). 

According to Bryce both “their stories need to be acknowledged so that living possibilities 

may be conceived” (145). Paul D, much like Sethe, remains intractable in the past. They both 

have to deal with a past and present self to heal and move beyond their traumatized history. 

The only way he has been able to survive the horrors from the past is by alienating himself 

from his emotions. He believes that his present is unsatisfactory and together with Sethe he 

can allow himself to dream of a new beginning. Sharing memories with Sethe makes him 

believe that he can stop running from his past and start living. Nevertheless he understands 

Sethe’s boys and why they choose to leave their mother and sister; “[i]f a Negro got legs he 

ought to use them. Sit down too long, somebody will figure out a way to tie them down” (10) 

which is why he has been walking all the time after Sweet Home. Memories can tie a person 

down and therefor he chooses to walk and not remember. His walking leads him to meet 

many people and he is envious of families that he encounters. Their relationships is something 

he has not experienced himself. Sethe and Denver are the closest he has come to a family 

since Sweet Home and Sethe changes Paul D and his way of thinking but it is not enough to 

make him overcome the past. 

It was some time before he could put Alfred, Georgia, Sixo, schoolteacher, Halle, 

his brothers, Sethe, Mister, the taste of iron, the sight of butter, the smell of 

hickory, notebook paper, one by one, into the tobacco tin lodged in his chest. 

(113) 
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Nothing can make him open the lid to his horrible memories. Being together with Sethe helps 

him partly in dealing with his oppressed memories but none of them are fully capable of 

helping the other one since they both need to recover. They can put words on mutual 

memories and remember together, process and then leave them behind. They are at the same 

time unable of dealing with the memories not belonging to themselves.  

It is not until he encounters Beloved that he is finally forced to open the lid to his 

repressed memories. Paul D is bothered with Beloved from the very beginning and there is a 

fight between the two of them. While she manages to seduce him all the memories from the 

past comes to him again without him being able to do anything (126). To begin with he is not 

even aware that rust fell from his tobacco tin and made it open: but he knew he reached the 

inside of his heart (117). Beloved releases the pain that he has held within for many years but 

at the same time she causes other problems. Beloved’s purpose of seducing Paul is to chase 

him out of the house and away from Sethe. Beloved turns him into a “rag doll” (126) and he is 

not capable of resisting her intentions. His guilt towards Sethe for betraying her is painful to 

him and once more Paul D is on the run but this time he can choose for himself and he 

decides not to be a slave to anyone anymore. Instead he stays in town and is determined to 

achieve the life he has never experienced before and he sees the possibility of such a life 

together with Sethe and Denver. He wants a life as a free man and in a sense Beloved helps 

him realizing that. He has hopes of a better life but it becomes clear to him that he needs to 

reconcile with his memories in order to move forward to a satisfactory life. 

He is convinced that nothing good can come from loving something too much and he 

believes that Sethe simply loves too much.  In contrast to Sethe’s opinion Paul D has a very 

moderate attitude towards loving (164). Life has taught him to protect himself and love small.  

The turning point in Paul D’s and Sethe’s relationship is when he discovers that Sethe has 

killed one of her children. Paul D walks away, leaving Sethe without saying goodbye. He 
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understands that Sethe as well as he has been traumatized from what they have experienced 

but he also sees another side of her that he has not seen before. She wants her children to be 

safe and sees death as an option and to Paul she appears to be someone who “[doesn’t] know 

where the world [stops] and she [begins]” (164). Sethe stands by her conviction that she did 

what she had to do and to Paul D it is in violation to his beliefs. He cannot understand a 

mother’s love and to what extent Sethe is willing to go to save her children. This together 

with the guilt he is feeling about having had sex with Beloved makes him abandon Sethe and 

leave the house. His way of handling the past is by repressing his memories. He is however 

not able to leave his own memories or the feeling of wanting a life together with Sethe. 

Learning about the infanticide rocks his world and it drains him on everything. He starts 

wandering again, drinking excessively but he does not leave completely. He holds on to his 

wrist because that was the only thing to hold on to which shows to that his world is in a 

turmoil.  

The return of Beloved from the dead and her disappearing again makes him realize that 

running away does not make him forget. He understands that he cannot escape his past – it 

will always catch up with him (268). What Beloved has set free must be dealt with and 

together with Sethe he knows that the two of them will be able to move on and forward. This 

is also why he reacts with anger when he learns that Sethe wants to die and he convinces her 

that “me and you, we got more yesterday than anybody. We need some kind of tomorrow” 

(273). For the first time Paul D dares to confront his past and he feels safe in doing so with 

Sethe by his side. The infanticide and the return of Beloved forces him to deal with his 

memories from the past. He understands that he needs to confront the horrors and by doing so 

together with Sethe he believes they will make it. Sixo’s description of the Thirty-Mile 

woman: “[s]he is a friend of mine. She gather me, man. The pieces I am in, she gather them 

and give them back to in all the right order” (272-273) fits the description of Sethe’s 
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importance to Paul D. He cannot leave her. He realizes that no matter how terrible the past has 

been something better can come out of life. 
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The Community 

 

It is not until the whole community acknowledge that Beloved has returned from the 

dead and the underlying causes to the infanticide that everyone can start to heal. Slavery is not 

only institutional but also personal in that way that the slaves are deeply affected by it 

[slavery] when it comes to family matters as well as communal. The infanticide matters to 

everyone as it is a rememory that belongs to the whole society. According to Harris, Morrison 

has used “the individual’s place in the larger community (14) in the novel meaning that each 

individual plays a vast role in helping each other overcome the abuses of slavery - the same 

abuse that makes Sethe commit the infanticide. Everyone who has endured slavery struggles 

in keeping their past in their subconscious and their judgments towards Sethe’s action are 

instant. At the same time all the former slaves understands why Sethe reacted the way she did 

and one of them is Ella. She understands the rage Sethe feels at the time of the infanticide 

(256). She has experienced slavery’s atrocities herself but what she does not condone is the 

way Sethe reacted after her time in prison. The pride and the withdrawal from the rest of the 

community is what offends Ella the most and not as one would think, the infanticide. How 

can this be? The answers to that lies in Ella’s own experiences. She has endured the atrocities 

of slavery and knows what Sethe is trying to prevent her children from. She knows what 

slavery does to people. She has experienced what she refers to as “the lowest yet” (256): a 

father and a son who abused her sexually. The abuse she has endured goes without 

comparison in her eyes: pure evil. Not even Sethe’s infanticide can be compared to what the 

father and son did to her. The fear that Sethe feels and the knowledge of what will come to 

Sethe’s children if they are to be captured by the slave owner is obvious to Ella. Instead of 

reaching out to the others, and instead of finding strength with the others in the community 

Sethe remains in her house and lives alone. This choice is something Ella has difficulties 
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understanding but more importantly she cannot forgive Sethe for her self-chosen isolation. It 

appears as if Ella would like to help out but she feels cut off from Sethe’s world which makes 

her angry. That Sethe acts prideful a much worse crime than that she killed her own daughter 

according to Ella.  

Ella appears to be the character in the novel that has realized that togetherness is a 

strength and what is needed to move on despite what the past has contained. At the same time 

she does not seem to want to confront her past either, very much like Sethe. At one point in 

the novel she says that “[t]he future [is] sunset: the past something to leave behind” (256), 

which makes it clear that she is also keeping the past at bay. Beloved represents the past and 

therefore it is important to Ella that she is driven away. Togetherness to Ella does not mean 

sharing memories and dealing with them but rather move as far away from the past as 

possible by living. Despite her resentment towards Sethe it is Ella that finally gathers up the 

community to rescue Sethe from Beloved. She convinces the others that no matter what Sethe 

has done no one deserves being killed – especially not by something as evil as a ghost. Unlike 

Sethe Ella has not got a family and she avoids love. To her love is a weakness much like Paul 

D’s opinion before he ended up at 124, and something that should be avoided. Sethe is the 

ultimate proof of what love can do – it makes you vulnerable and a victim much like life 

during slavery. The return of the dead baby and the risk of Sethe getting killed makes Ella 

stand up for one of her own though. It is not so much the infanticide, or the issue of guilt as to 

who has done what, but rather what she believes Beloved to represent that makes her do that. 

Beloved represents to Ella what she refers to as pure evil and that is what makes her react. 

There is no one that deserves such a diabolic treatment like the one Sethe is being a subject to. 

For the first time Ella has encountered an evil equivalent to what she experienced as a slave. 

She is not going to experience it again. By dealing with Beloved and chasing her away it is a 

way for Ella to stop the past from interfering with their future. 
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By helping Sethe, Ella has the opportunity to deal with her own demons and she takes 

that opportunity. She gathers thirty women and walks over to Sethe’s house. It is a walk 

which is both physical as well as psychological: the walk was also a reminder of themselves 

and what life had been like prior to the infanticide. Amongst themselves they dare to 

remember, to bring the hurting back to the surface and thus start to heal. When Sethe is about 

to be killed by Beloved, the community comes together to save Sethe from the ghost. This can 

be read as their way of forgiving her but also forgiving the wrongs they all have been victims 

of. Bryce Bjork talks about “[b]lack togetherness” (29) – the society affirms the threat 

towards Sethe and come together to help one of their own. By seeing Beloved as a 

representative of the past they are given the ability not only to save Sethe but also to make 

amends with their own past. All the women starts to holler – verbalizing their anxiety and hurt 

and, what is very important, for the first time in a long time they connect to their inner 

feelings.   

Another character who plays a vast role in the community’s process of dealing with the 

after-effects of slavery, is Stamp Paid. He is the one that hinders Sethe from killing more of 

her children.  Directly after the infanticide he is quick on judging Sethe but throughout the 

narration he starts to alter his position. He believes Sethe’s action is somehow understandable. 

He has been in the place she is. He once considered to kill his own wife and his master – 

however, he did not go through with it but it is his “lowest yet” (233). Stamp Paid is also 

dealing with his past but he is eager to make sure that the black people in the community take 

care of each other. He takes it upon himself to convince Paul D to return to Sethe. Beloved 

helps Stamp Paid to understand that they all have a past and a present self and that there is a 

difficulty in relating to the two.   

Morrison writes about a division within the black community. Some of the neighbors 

are offended by the splendor on Baby Suggs party which leads to envy and jealousy. This is 
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also what leads up to the infanticide. Instead of warning Sethe about the return of the slave 

owner they keep silent and in a way even betray Sethe. Baby Suggs and Sethe are no longer 

seen as members of the community. The community is also offended by Sethe’s pride when 

she returns from prison and therefore they choose to ignore her and her family. 

I claim that the divisions I talked about earlier is in fact no more when they come 

together to save Sethe from Beloved. Together they manage to overcome the past and “[i]t 

was not a story to pass on. So they forgot her [Beloved]” (275). By accepting themselves and 

the horrors they have encountered throughout their lives they are able to forgive and move on. 

Ironically though, once Beloved is gone “remembering [seems] unwise” (274). It is as though 

she has made them all remember what they needed to remember to heal and once that is 

achieved there is no longer a need to go back in time but rather to look forward. 
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Conclusion 

 

Morrison uses telling as a healing process and it is a matter of life and death to the 

characters. The most crucial part of healing is confronting the trauma of slavery and thus 

feeling the pain again. This essay has set out to argue my claim that Beloved’s return from the 

dead also played a great role in the healing process of the characters in the novel. I have 

focused on the three main characters. 

Sethe is very much a result of her past and her life as a slave has come to shape the 

reality she lives in once she manages to escape to her mother-in-law. She does everything to 

stop herself from remembering the horrors she has encountered. She represses her memories 

and if she starts to remember something she says it is her brain that remembers and not 

herself. This distinction is important to her since she separates her person from her mind. This 

action of not dealing with her traumatized past marks the whole family and it also leads to her 

killing one of her children. She will go to any length to save her children from slavery even if 

it means killing them. The infanticide has a big impact on her three surviving children. Her 

two sons leave home as soon as they can and her daughter Denver is left troubled and isolated 

in the sole company of her mother, shut out from the outside world. Sethe’s great love for her 

children scares them since they have witnessed what she is capable of doing to save them 

from slavery. 

Sethe’s life in freedom turns into a lifelong sentence due to the infanticide. Her house is 

occupied with the ghost of her daughter Beloved. This ghost becomes a constant in her and 

Denver’s lives but she still does not want to deal with her own past. They end up living side 

by side without Sethe having to deal with the traumas she has endured. When Beloved later 

returns in the shape of a human Sethe is forced to deal with the events from her past that has 

formed her life as well as Denver’s. Beloved’s intentions are simply egoistic where she wants 
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Sethe to make amends for the killing but nevertheless she helps Sethe by forcing her to bring 

back her past into the presence.  

Sethe spends every minute trying to make up for the infanticide with Beloved, but 

ironically she cannot find it in her to forgive herself. The past is too painful for her and 

without Paul D by her side she would do the same thing as she thought best for her children – 

choose death over a life with horrors and pain. It is uncertain whether or not Sethe survives. 

Beloved’s return from the dead brings some kind of closure to Sethe’s life. She believes she 

has been forgiven and although it is hard she has in a way forgiven herself. She gives a 

glimpse of hope and opens up the possibility that she too has found a self-worth of some kind 

while she utters the word “Me?” repeatedly at the same time as Paul D encourages her that 

they can have a future together. If it is enough for her to start living again is uncertain but for 

the first time Sethe has moved her focus from her children, from Paul D and from the 

condemning community and instead focuses on herself.  

The self is defined together with others which becomes clear with Denver. It is not until 

she manages to take her first steps out into the outside world that she can start to heal and 

build a future for herself. To begin with she appears very lonely and she has built a secret 

place which only she knows about. It is behind the house on 124, Bluestone Road. Her only 

company is her mother which leaves her depending on her own imagination and hopes that 

one day her father will return and that her brothers will come back. Like her mother she lives 

side by side with the ghost and it becomes a substitute in regards of real company from others. 

When Paul D manages to chase the ghost away she becomes even more resentful towards 

him. Not only has he taken her mother from her but he also chases away the only other 

company she has got. Denver does not have the stories from Sweet Home to share with her 

mother and Paul D which is partly why she does not like him from the very beginning that 

they meet.  
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The return of Beloved means the return of a long lost sister and Denver becomes 

obsessed with the idea that she finally has got something that is hers. She is the first one to 

realize that the young woman outside the house is actually her dead sister. Denver sees 

everyone as a threat when it comes to the affection and attention given to Beloved, even her 

own mother is a threat. Eventually she starts seeing how malicious Beloved is and how Sethe 

is about to die trying to make amends with her daughter who has finally come back to her. 

This forces Denver to deal with her own past and finding the strength to enter a world she has 

so long been excluded from. Once she is able to take her first steps out to the rest of the 

community and ask for help she also develops a new strength within herself and she manages 

for the first time in her life to start dreaming of a future. She grows mentally and she manages 

to save her mother from committing another murder as well as saving her from Beloved who 

is about to consume Sethe. More importantly she saves herself and Beloved’s presence both 

as a ghost and as a young woman which has been like an invisible chain keeping her secluded 

has now made her take the important step out into a world of people who can help her.  

Paul D is the wandering man who deals with his past the same way as Sethe has done – 

by not talking about it. He has put away all his memories and buried them deep in his heart. 

His solution of surviving is by loving small and constantly moving around. When he enters 

the life of Sethe he feels that he is ready to stop wandering and to start a new life with a 

woman who shares his memories and understands him the way he is. They share their stories 

and through that they are able to partially move forward. Since he never had a family and 

never allowed himself to love anything that much he does not understand that a mother can 

commit such an act out of love.  

Beloved affects Paul D in many ways. He chases the ghost away and Beloved chases 

him away eventually. She lures him into having sex with her and even though he does not 

want to, he cannot refuse her. Once he finds out about the infanticide he leaves Sethe but the 
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process of dealing with the horrors from the past has started and he manages to forgive her as 

well as himself. He is ready to start a new life and he wants to start it with Sethe. He is 

convinced that they are able to move beyond the past together and thus start all over again. He 

realizes that he must dare to get attached to people and to allow himself to love in order to 

have a life worth living. 

Stamp Paid and Ella are two characters that I let represent the community. Stamp Paid is 

present when Sethe murders her daughter in the barn. He is the one that stops her from killing 

her other children. He condemns Sethe for her actions to begin with but as time passes he 

comes to realize that she did what she did because of her own personal experiences. He is a 

former slave himself and he understands the anger and the reaction that Sethe is showing. He 

is present in Sethe’s life but from a distance. He knows that he too has been close to killing 

someone due to slavery. Throughout the novel he defends Sethe and he is the one that makes 

Paul D reconsider his decision of leaving Sethe. Stamp Paid is the one character that seems to 

be most in contact with his feelings and his memories and due to that he understands his 

community. He has already processed his past and manages to lead a good life despite his 

experiences.  

Ella is much abused during her years as a slave. She is sexually molested by the white 

men on the plantation. This shapes her life very much and it is also her own experiences that 

makes her understand how Sethe can choose death over going back to slavery. What she does 

not approve of is Sethe’s pride and that she never once has reached out to anyone in the 

community after her time in prison. Ella is avoiding love and she has no family, much like 

Paul D. She sees pure evil in Beloved and that is what makes her reach out and help. Up until 

now she has seen her own experiences as the worse that can happen to someone but she is not 

going to watch another person go through evil like she has done. She gathers the women of 

the community and by helping Sethe and Denver she also deals with her own past. She goes 
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from someone who has consistently refused to look back to someone who is helping others as 

well as herself. She is fighting not only the real threat from Beloved but also the evil from her 

past. 

The killing of Beloved and the return of the daughter acts as a catalyst to each 

individual character when it comes to dealing with their own individual past. Instead of letting 

their memories undermine their future as it has so far they find different ways of 

understanding and coming to terms with what has been and starts focusing on a tomorrow and 

a today where they can live their lives as they decide – not a life based on forgetting and 

repressing. 
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